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This also allowed for the existing engine plants, and their supporting offsite production
facilities, to handle shorter production runs. Implementing shorter production runs without
incurring large shutdown and retooling expenses helped to increase the versatility of those
production stations that required tooling or machining setups specific to a certain vehicle
platform. The Modular engine family started with the 4. Modular engines used in Ford trucks
were marketed under the Triton name from â€” while the InTech name was used for a time at
Lincoln for vehicles equipped with DOHC versions of the engines. The engines were first
produced in Romeo, Michigan then additional capacity was added in Windsor, Ontario. In the
early s, then-Ford Motor Company chief operating officer Donald Petersen challenged Ford's
vice-president of design, Jack Telnack , and his staff to come up with new vehicle designs that
they could take pride in. The result was an abandonment of the boxy styling that had dominated
Ford products for years and the adoption of sleeker, more aerodynamic designs like that used
for the highly successful Ford Taurus. In the second half of the s, Petersen, now chief executive
officer, sought to update Ford's decades-old V8 architectures, challenging Ford senior engineer
Jim Clarke to do for Ford's V8s what Jack Telnack did for Ford's vehicle design. The objective
was to develop a new V8 engine that would surpass Ford's earlier V8s in every meaningful way,
from power and efficiency to emissions performance and smoothness of operation. Clarke and
his engineers studied engine designs from major European and Japanese automakers and
sought to develop a V8 that was technologically advanced and power-dense, yet also
dependable with no major service required before , miles of use. This square configuration was
chosen primarily for its positive noise, vibration and harshness characteristics. The engine
would utilize features such as a chain-driven, single-overhead camshaft valvetrain with roller
finger followers , a deep-skirt cast-iron block construction and cross-bolted main bearings , all
benefitting long-term durability. In the interest of reducing overall engine weight,
aluminum-alloy heads and pistons would be standard and all major engine accessories would
be mounted directly to the block, resulting in a more complex block casting but eliminating the
need for heavy mounting brackets. Tight construction tolerances were used in shaping the
engine's cylinder bores with narrow piston rings fitted to the engine's pistons. This would serve
to improve engine efficiency through reduced friction and reduce the engine's oil consumption,
while also promoting cleaner emissions. Perhaps the most significant aspect of the new
engine's design was the number of variations of the engine that could be made to suit different
needs. This resulted in the creation of an entire family of engines consisting not only of designs
utilizing single- or dual-overhead camshaft configurations, different displacements and different
block materials, but also different cylinder counts. In addition to the various eight-cylinder
engines produced, ten-cylinder engines eventually entered production. Six-cylinder derivatives
were also explored, though never built. With the wide array of engine configurations possible
within this architecture, Ford developed a new, modular tooling system for producing different
engines quickly and efficiently in the same factory. Referring to this method of production, the
name Modular was given to the new engine family. Three years later, in the third quarter of , the
first Modular engine, a 4. To the credit of Jim Clarke's engineering team, the new V8 engine in
the Town Car compared favorably to its pushrod -based predecessor. In spite of having a
smaller displacement, the 4. Following the Modular V8's debut in the Town Car, engines using
the Modular architecture would go on to replace older V8 designs in Ford products, eventually
becoming Ford's chief gasoline V8 and V10 architecture. The engines were also offered with
both aluminum and cast iron blocks, depending on application. The 4. Deck height for the 4.
Cylinder bore spacing measures 3. All Modular V8s, except for the new 5. The final 4. The
engine was a 2-valve version and installed in a model year Ford E-Series van. The first
production Modular engine was the 4. Vehicles equipped with the valve SOHC 4. The 3-valve
SOHC 4. The engines are equipped with an electronic Charge Motion Control Valve CMCV
system that provides increased air velocity at low engine speeds for improved emissions and
low-rpm torque. Lincoln marketed the engine under the name InTech after The â€” 4-valve
engines featured cylinder heads with two intake ports per cylinder split-port and variable runner
length intake manifolds with either vacuum or electrically activated intake manifold runner
controls IMRC depending on application. The engine was revised for with new cylinder heads
featuring tumble-style intake ports one intake port feeding two intake valves , new camshaft
profiles, and fixed runner-length intake manifolds. These changes resulted in more power,
torque and a broader power-band when compared to the earlier 4-valve engines. All 4. The and
earlier engines featured an aluminum block cast in Italy by Fiat subsidiary Teksid S. Since , all
of the 4. The 4-valve DOHC 4. Vehicles equipped with the valve DOHC 4. The 5. Since this engine
replaced the already popular 4. The result was the 5. To strengthen the block enough to handle
increased output, webbing was extensively used as reinforcement in the casting, rather than
increasing the thickness of the walls. The intake plenum was also situated low between the two

cylinder banks to meet the height constraint, thus the alternator traditionally placed low and
center was moved to the side of the engine. It shares the 4. The engine also retains the 4. The
Coyote features all new 4 valve DOHC cylinder heads that have shifted the camshafts outboard,
which allowed for a compact roller finger follower setup with remote hydraulic valve lash
adjusters and improved raised intake port geometry. Engine redline is rpm. The Coyote is
Ford's first implementation of its cam-torque-actuated CTA Twin Independent Variable Cam
Timing Ti-VCT in a V8 engine, which allows the powertrain control module PCM to advance and
retard intake and exhaust cam timing independently of each other, providing improved power,
fuel economy and reduced emissions. For , Ford made revisions to the Coyote equipped in the
Mustang GT, most notably the addition of high-pressure direct injection in addition to the
existing port injection system , and an increase of the piston bore diameter from Other changes
include Gen. With these changes the updated 5. A higher performance variant of the Coyote,
dubbed Road Runner internally by Ford, is produced under the Boss moniker used for the
resurrected Boss Mustang for the model year. Valvetrain components were lightened as much
as possible, including the use of sodium filled exhaust valves, while strengthened powdered
metal rods and forged aluminum pistons were added. Piston-cooling jets were also deleted,
which are standard in the 5. The Boss's redline is increased to rpm, but has been verified stable
up to A torque-biased variant of the Coyote is produced as an alternative to the EcoBoost V6 in
the F pickup truck. The F 5. The intake manifold changed only in color, and height. These
changes promote low-end and mid-range power and torque. The engine retains the Coyote's
forged steel crank and piston-cooling jets but benefits from the addition of an external engine
oil cooler similar to the Boss 's. When the F was revealed, Ford improved the induction system
to pull air from above the grille under the hood aka Ram Air Effect as opposed to the adequate,
outdated fender intake inlet that has been used since the second to last F to ever be square
bodied. For , numerous revisions were made to the 5. Most notably, the adoption of a port and
direct fuel injection system, as well as spray-on bore liner, eliminating the need for conventional
cast iron cylinder bore liners changes shared with the Mustang , and compression ratio is
increased to The Coyote made Ward's 10 Best Engines list for , , and The engine is gradually
replacing the 4. This is the first time that Ford has used the "5. The engine was developed
specifically for the Shelby GT version of the sixth generation Mustang. Bore and stroke are both
up from the 5. Unlike the Coyote and previous Modular V8s, the Voodoo features a flat plane
crankshaft. During development, Ford purchased a Ferrari California , the only other
front-engine flat-plane crank V8 car in production, as a benchmark. The GTR variant of the
engine received a number of valvetrain enhancements, including the timing chains, lash
adjusters, and VCT mechanisms. The "Aluminator" is another variant of the Coyote engine
utilizing the 5. The Aluminator is differentiated from the Voodoo engine by a Cobra Jet intake
manifold and throttle body, CNC ported cylinder heads, and a cross-plane crankshaft. Like the
"Voodoo" engine, it also features a compression ratio and 5. This engine is sold as a Ford
Performance Parts crate engine without a wiring harness, a flywheel, or headers. The "Predator"
is a 5. Bore diameter is 3. Introduced in , the SOHC 2-valve 5. The 2-valve SOHC 5. Vehicles
equipped with the valve SOHC 5. The 3-valve cylinder head was first used on the Ford Fairmont
5. Ford later used versions of the DOHC 4-valve 5. The DOHC 4-valve 5. While the iron block and
forged steel crankshaft were sourced directly from the InTech 5. The Ford GT version of the 5. It
is an all- aluminum alloy , dry-sump DOHC 4 valves per cylinder with an Eaton Lysholm
screw-type supercharger and showcases numerous technological features, such as dual fuel
injectors per cylinder and oil squirters for the piston skirts, not found in other Ford Modular
engines of the time. The â€” GT engine used an iron engine block, while the GT 5. Vehicles
equipped with the valve DOHC 5. Boost is supplied by a 2. The 6. Bore and stroke size is 3. Both
2-valve and 3-valve versions have been produced. The engine's firing order is The 2-valve
version was first introduced in , with a 3-valve non-VCT version to follow in Ford Australia used
5. The DOHC 5. In , Ford Racing Performance Parts introduced a 5. The Cammer achieves its
larger 3. The T50 Cammer crate engine, the least expensive and most street oriented version,
uses derivatives of the cylinder heads, variable runner-length magnesium intake manifold, and
camshafts first used in the FR Mustang concept car. These parts are unique to the T50 Cammer
crate engine and are not found in any other production Modular applications. The T50 has an
The Cammer that has seen success in Grand Am Cup powering the Mustang FRC is officially
called MR50 and features a unique dual plenum, fixed runner-length magnesium intake
manifold, Ford GT aluminum cylinder heads, unique camshafts of undisclosed specifications,
and an Upon introduction the R50 Cammer-powered Mustang FRC proved to be dominant in
Grand-Am Cup, having achieved five victories and podium appearances in nearly every race in
the GS class during the season, giving David Empringham the championship title with the
Multimatic Motorsports team, and Ford the manufacturer's title. Robert Yates publicly

expressed interest in using a similar 5. This engine used a bore of This certified top speed was
recorded on February 28, , in Nardo, Italy , and broke the McLaren F1 's world record for fastest
production car. The achievement was made more impressive by the absence of a turbo
supercharger on the vehicle. The record was accomplished with a Coyote-based engine which
featured factory Ford cylinder head castings, valves, lifters, and followers sitting atop a billet
reproduction of the factory architecture Coyote cylinder block. Plaintiffs in class action lawsuits
alleged that the coolant crossover passage of these intake manifolds may crack, resulting in
coolant leakage. A US class-action suit was filed on behalf of owners, resulting in a settlement
announced on December 17, Starting with the model year, and implemented halfway through
the lineup, Ford began using a revised DuPont Zytel nylon-composite intake manifold with an
aluminum front coolant crossover that corrected the issue. Replacement intakes were also
made available for â€” engines. Further, Ford offered an extended warranty for this part, for
seven years from the start date which means the initial vehicle sale date without a mileage
limitation. Ford's TSB does not state that this issue is caused by owner neglect. For vehicles
under the New Vehicle Limited Warranty, Ford will only cover the replacement of the entire
cylinder head; however, the Ford recommended spark plug service interval extends beyond the
duration of the New Vehicle Limited Warranty. The source of the problem is a unique plug
design that uses a 2-piece shell, which often separates, leaving the lower portion of the spark
plug stuck deep in the engine's cylinder head. The 2-piece OE spark plug design is intrinsically
flawed, thus making it susceptible to this problem. The TSB provides a special procedure for
spark plug removal on these engines. For situations in which the spark plug has partially
broken off in the cylinder head, Ford distributes multiple special tools for removing the seized
portion of the plug. This repair is covered for vehicles under warranty; however, the Ford
recommended spark plug service interval extends beyond the duration of the New Vehicle
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87mm throttle body, modified GT manifold and cold air intake with re calibration. Aluminum
block, sprayed-in cylinder liners, larger 87mm throttle body, modified GT manifold and cold air
intake with special calibration. Ford F Direct injection and port fuel injection. Increased
compression from Bore increased from Ford Falcon GT [33] [34]. Ford SVT Lightning. Ford
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V10 6. Diesel engines. Ford Duratorq. Ford 3. In the November '03 issue, we introduced you to
the initial installation of a 5. If by chance you missed that article or you have short-term memory
problems, here's how it turned out. Lots and lots of torque. Huge amounts of grin-inducing,

shove-you-in-the-back, no-waiting-for-the-rpm-to-build torque. Any questions? Rear-wheel
torque increased by more than 90 lb-ft at low rpm compared to the stock 4. We couldn't even
measure the actual peak with the 5. At that point, the torque curve was already on the way
down. We also ended up 22 rwhp over the 4. But by 5, rpm, the 5. In this next round of testing, a
short-runner Reichard Racing intake will solve any airflow restriction problems we might have,
at least from the intake manifold standpoint. This round of changes will focus on gaining some
easy power by freeing up the inlet and exhaust sides of the motor, adding a set of underdrive
pulleys, and then, of course, installing the current big daddy of bolt-ons, the Reichard intake.
Worthy of mention is that this round of testing was done with the torque converter locked, so
not only were we able to get data at a much lower rpm, but we also took away the effects of
torque converter slippage to gain a true picture of the torque curve. The shape of the curve
should now be the same as you would have with a stick-shift setup, although the numbers are
still lower as the auto transmission is less efficient. Changing the procedure necessi-tated a
new baseline, which showed that locking the torque converter was worth some power all by
itself. Below 3, rpm, the unlocked converter showed a significant advantage in torque output,
which it should as the converter is slipping and giving additional torque multiplication. But
above 3, rpm, the slippage was simply resulting in a loss of power transmission efficiency, and
we were better off with it locked. With the new baseline established, we got down to the
business of gaining horsepower, and what better business is there? As before, all testing was
done at HiTech Motorsport in Ramsey, Minnesota, where Brian Ebert took care of the wrench
spinning and tuning. Special thanks go out to Brian, Jim Reichard for arranging testing of his at
the time one-and-only round-throttle-body version intake, George Klass for getting us the
Accufab throttle body for testing, and Dan Wolfson at DB Performance for setting us up with the
MAC H-pipe. Check out the pictures, captions, and dyno results to see how we ended up this
time around. For the most part, everything we bolted on did just what it should, i. At first glance,
someone might wonder why we didn't see huge gains from the intake swap, but the simple
answer is that we don't have the combination to really utilize it yet. The test showed that the
intake wasn't the main restriction to power production at this point. The biggest culprits appear
to be the stock cams. With only 6 inches or so of runner length in the Reichard manifold, it
would appear that we should be able to pull all the rpm we dare on this motor, and yet power
peaked way down around 4, rpm. The problem is not enough cam to work with the intake. To put
it into perspective, look at it this way. The stock cam in a 5. On our 5. The intake valve isn't held
open long enough to allow the cylinders to fill at high rpm. This motor is absolutely begging for
different cams, and hopefully we'll have a chance to let Brian at HiTech spec out some custom
grinds for us soon. At that point, we'll revisit the Reichard intake and let it rock and roll with a
setup that can take much better advantage of the airflow potential. For now, though, even
without big peak gains, track times would still improve con-siderably with the intake as we were
up as much as 33 hp at 5, rpm. Our dyno pulls didn't quite go to 6, rpm, but extrapolating the
curves out that far puts the Reichard intake up by 38 lb-ft and more than 43 hp. So, running
through the gears in the 4,, rpm range would show some nice increases in average power and
torque. When we get more cam and possibly ported heads under this intake, that upper rpm
range should really begin to sparkle. This is Mustang Girl Monday. Brandon Luther from
Hammond, Louisiana, bought his Metallic Silver Mustang GT, a true 35th anniversary edition,
when he was a senior in high school in The two capital Ts in the name stand for Twin Turbo.
The Mustang has run a best of 9. We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to
visit Mustang 5. How To. Dan Simons. What fun is it having something different if nobody
knows it? We purchased custom-designed stickers from Sticker Dude Designs to let the casual
observer know this isn't your average 4. Photo Gallery View Photo Gallery. Sources Reichard
Racing. Connect With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter Sign Up Now. Most Popular. View
More Girls. See All News. Sponsored links. Related Articles. Mustang Horse Sense: What did
this swap cost, you ask? The 5. We call that money well spent. You've heard the saying "There's
no replacement for displacement," right? It was a wise man who first uttered those words. We
also know that as much as we like the newer Mustangs, perhaps the main drawback is that the
engine is, well, to put it as p. Ford engineers have done an admirable job of tuning a broad
torque curve out of the little guy, but there's still no way it will be doing any big-block
impersonations at the next Christmas party. There are also many thousands of 4. That's the idea
that got us swapping, snapping, and typing. Options for increasing the size of the venerable ,
along with the substantial benefits that can be realized, have been documented many times, but
modular guys for the most part have been left out in the cold. There are now stroker kits and
big-bore blocks on the market, but they require a fairly hefty budget to be an option. The idea
here is to see what some good old-fashioned automobile parts recycler OK, junk-yard engine
swapping can do. There are plenty of low mileage 5. Mustang enthusiasts have been clamoring

for a 5. Our plan is to first run the 5. We want to see how much gain the cubes alone are worth,
as well as how well the factory induction pieces can handle the extra airflow demands of rather
than ci. We will later see what the typical 4. Finally, we'll get serious with ported heads, a
short-runner intake to extend the rpm range of the motor, and most likely some hotter cams as
well. Initially, we expect some large gains in torque with a small gain in peak horsepower, but as
the modifications become heavier, the horsepower gains should also begin to shine. For the
most part, the 4. The basic block architecture is the same. However, there is a difference in
that-similar to the versus the the 5. The modulars are much more closely related than their
pushrod cousins, though-the accessories mount in identical fashion, things such as oil pans
are interchangeable, and they even use the same pistons. But the difference in deck height
leads to the main problem with putting a 5. The trucks have plenty of room on top of the motors,
so Ford makes no attempt to keep the height down. In addition, the throttle bodies are pointed
in different directions and sensor locations are different. The E van has a shorter height intake
due to its more cramped engine bay, but it is still quite tall. Its long runners are designed to
make the kind of torque curve that truck owners appreciate, but that would make sports car
owners feel as if-well-they had a truck motor. After some careful measuring, it was determined
prior to this project that the stock 4. It would all fit hopefully-since the spouse was told it would
under a stock hood. There are several benefits to this method, the most important being that the
fuel rails, the injectors, the sensors, and the throttle body are all in their same relative positions
and will require no modification to reconnect them. When it comes to swap simplicity, this is a
huge plus. Another benefit is that using the same intake as the 4. The P. Apparently all P. We
will be using the complete 4. The front of the airpath from the filter through the throttle body will
remain unchanged. We say regrettable because the intake will already have a lower peak-power
rpm when installed on the larger motor, as compared to what it peaked at on the 4. For now,
however, this is as equal a comparison as possible, and a shorter runner and higher flowing
intake will be tested later on. Without his tuning prowess, our results would not have been
nearly as successful-check the dyno charts to see why. Now follow along with the pictures and
captions as we go big or go home. The van that previously held the 5. The gasket for this along
with most others on the motor was reused, as the newer-design gaskets with a plastic body and
rubber O-rings around the sealing areas do not crush as do older-style gaskets, and can be
used many times. The dipstick tube was reshaped just a bit. A new hole drilled in the bracket
allowed it to bolt to the same mounting spot on the head as before. Above the rightmost
exhaust port, the head has the letters P. While both motors were out and acces-sible, the cams
were measured to make sure they were the same. Both measured at 0. All P. Shown here are the
nearly completed adapters installed on the 5. You can see on the top adapter that the coil packs
stay in their original location and will now bolt to the adapter. The fuel injectors stay in the
intake manifold as before. With the adapters in place, any 4. Here is the 4. The air and water
passages angle through the adapters to bring them into alignment with the narrower 4. The
adapters first bolt to the heads with recessed-cap head bolts, and the intake then bolts to the
adapters. After many hours on the mill, it was a good feeling to put it all together for the first
time and have everything line up perfectly! The 4. Because engine balancing is not done with
the flexplate, they are interchangeable as long as you have an eight-bolt Windsor 4. In this case,
it would have been nice to notice the slight difference in bolt pattern while the motor was still
out of the car, rather than while reinstalling the transmission the first time. Due to the extra 1.
Repositioning the hoist to tilt up the front of the motor finally allowed it to slip in, but it would
have been advantageous to have a hoist with tilt capability for this installation. Once the 5. The
header's casting had a lump on the outside that had nothing to do with its function. The lump
was touching the framerail and needed to be removed. Jacking up that side of the motor a bit
allowed us to grind off the lump, with the motor in the car. This operation would be much easier
to do beforehand on the engine stand. This means we'll need a wider H-pipe. It also means the
exhaust is being pulled closer to the floorpan. To make the necessary changes, the stock H-pipe
was cut in half at the cross-over, and the passenger side was modified as shown above.
Although it now sat closer to the floorpan, the driver-side half of the H-pipe still had plenty of
clearance. However, due to the changes in the passenger-side half, it needed to be lengthened 1
inch to bring the crossover back into alignment. Rather than welding it, the H-pipe crossover
was reconnected with a short piece of pipe and exhaust clamps, to ease removal and
installation in the future. As wide as the H-pipe is now, it may be necessary to separate or at
least loosen the halves to get it in and out. The fix turned out to be as easy as browsing the
hose wall at a local parts store until one was found that was a perfect replacement. There is a
metal flow restrictor in the stock hose, so be sure to cut it out and slide it into the new hose.
The initial measurements showing it would clear were correct, but the linkage behind the
throttle body had not been accounted for. Removing a section of the underhood bracing gave

plenty of clearance. The new motor looks like a factory install--as it should since almost
everything visible was unchanged. The next time the aluminum intake adapters come off, they
will be powdercoated black, so it will take a keen eye to notice it isn't just another 4. Before
beginning the swap project, we went to HiTech Motorsport to get some baseline numbers with
the 4. The project car has a 4R70W auto trans, and the horsepower and torque numbers fell in
right where they should have. We went back a couple weeks later with the 5. The torque curve
started out with some nice gains, but by 4, rpm it was falling fast and ended up well below our
stock 4. With the baseline recorded, Brian set to work seeing what he could wring out of it.
Brian then straightened out the factory timing curve, and we began adding timing by changing
the base number similar to turning the distributor on a 5. Our motor ended up liking 14 degrees
initial up top, but it made a bit more torque down low at 12 degrees initial, so the timing curve
was reprogrammed to reflect that. Brian also turned off some of Ford's torque-management
features and took away most of the tip-in spark retard to aid in throttle response. That last
change didn't show up on the dyno, but it made a huge difference when driving the car. After
the tuning was finished, we had big gains all over the curves, but the biggest difference was in
carrying the torque curve out further. From 4, all the way up to 5,, we picked up around 30 hp
just with the tuning. And instead of falling below the 4. At that point there was just no getting
past the extremely long runner length of the stock 4. There are ways to get around that in the
future, with either an intake or cam change, but we were confident we'd gotten all the power that
was available without further modifications. Prepping a Mustang 6R80 Automatic Transmission
for 1, horsepower. Installing a GripTech Pulley on a Vortech-supercharged Mustang eliminates
belt slip and adds boost. Ever wondered what it was like to strap in next to a drifting star as he
slides around the track in a 1,horsepower Mustang? This is what it is likeâ€¦. We apologize for
this inconvenience and encourage you to visit Mustang 5. Starting an Engine for the First Time.
Street Thumper ci Build. How To. Dan Simons. Here is the new motor, pulled from an '00 E van
that was wrecked with only 4, miles on it. It should be a nice improvement over the 98,mile 4.
When looking for a motor, make sure it has the newer P. They are much improved over the
original design. The change came for the '00 model year on most trucks. Shown here
2003 dodge caravan pcm wiring diagram
sigtronics spa 400 wiring diagram
toyota 4runner guatemala
in midconstruction is the key to this swap-billet-aluminum adapters that will allow any 4. After
measurements were taken to get the exact width difference between the 4. The first set was
whittled by hand by the author, but if demand warrants, the spacers may become production
items. Though the oil pans looked dimensionally similar at first, there was enough difference
that the Mustang pan was swapped onto the 5. Being able to physically bolt on something
doesn't guarantee perfect compatibility. When the 4. The longer 4. The baffles were simply bent
down a quarter of an inch to provide clearance. Our project car was put up on the rollers at
HiTech Motorsport, with Brian Ebert at the controls of the Autologic tuning software. HiTech's
Dynojet setup was brand-new at the time. Sources HiTech Motorsport. Connect With Us. Stay
informed with our Newsletter Sign Up Now. Most Popular. View More Girls. See All News.
Sponsored links. Related Articles. Riding shotgun in Vaughn Gittin Jr. Mustang

